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Let S be the unit sphere in C”. We investigate the properties of Toeplitz 
operators on S, i.e., operators of the form T6 f = P(4f) where 4 ELM and P 
denotes the projection ofLa(S) onto H*(S). The aim of this paper is to determine 
how far the extensive one-variable theory remains valid in higher dimensions. 
We establish the spectral inclusion theorem, that the spectrum of Td contains 
the essential range of 4, and obtain a characterization of the Toeplitz operators 
among operators on H*(S) by an operator equation. Particular attention is paid 
to the case where 4 E Ha(S) + C(S) w h ere C(S) denotes the algebra of con- 
tinuous functions on S. Finally we describe a class of Toeplitz operators useful 
for providing counterexamples-in particular, Widom’s theorem on the con- 
nectedness of the spectrum fails when n > 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The Toeplitz operators on the classical Hardy space H2 on the unit circle 
have been the object of much study. They are operators of the form T*f = P(+f) 
where + E Lm and P denotes the projection of L2 onto H2. An account of this 
theory, which is concerned mainly with describing the spectra of these operators, 
and with operator algebras generated by them, can be found in Douglas [5, 
Chap. 71. Recently there have been several important developments in function 
theory on the unit circle which are relevant to Toeplitz operators. For a survey 
see Sarason [ll]; for more recent results, describing subalgebras of Lm con- 
taining H”, see Marshall [S] and Chang [3, 41. 
The object of the present paper is to study Toeplitz operators on the unit 
sphere in C?, in particular to determine how far the one-variable theory remains 
valid. In this context Toeplitz operators with continuous symbol have been 
studied by Coburn [l] and some related operators by Coifman, Rochberg, and 
Weiss [2]. 
In Section 2 we establish the spectral inclusion theorem, that the spectrum 
of T4 contains the essential range of 4, answering a question of Coburn [I]. We 
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also show that Toeplitz operators can be characterized among operators on Hz 
by an operator equation. 
In Section 3 we study Toeplitz operators with symbol in H* + C. 
In Section 4 we consider a class of Toeplitz operators useful for providing 
counterexamples-in particular, Widom’s theorem on the connectedness of the 
spectrum fails when n > 1. A large number of questions are left open. 
We denote by B the open unit ball and by S the unit sphere in the n-dimen- 
sional complex Euclidean space, C?, of all ordered n-tuples z = (zl ,..., 2%) of 
complex numbers zi , with the usual inner product (z, w) = zltil + ... + anan, 
and the corresponding norm (1 z I/ = (z, z)ljz. We assume n > 1 unless other- 
wise stated. u denotes surface area measure on S. We write L* for L”(o), L2 for 
L2(a). Hz denotes the closure in L2 of the polynomials in the coordinate functions 
Xl ,**a, x, . We write C for C(S), the algebra of all continuous functions on S. 
If fE L”, W( f ) denotes the essential range off, i.e., the spectrum off in L”. 
If f E Lw then the Poisson integral off gives a bounded harmonic function F 
on B, and F has radial boundary limits equal to f almost everywhere. This 
correspondence gives an isometry between Lm and the space of bounded harmonic 
functions on B with the supremum norm. Under this correspondence, the 
algebra of bounded analytic functions on B corresponds to a closed subalgebra 
Hm of L”‘. 
If r$ E La we denote by T* the operator on the Hilbert space Hz defined by 
Tmf = P(#f) where P denotes the orthogonal projection of L2 on Hz. Tb is 
called the Toeplitz operator with symbol 4. If T is any operator on H2, a(T) 
denotes the spectrum of T and ue(T) d enotes the essential spectrum of T, i.e., 
the set of h E C such that T - h is not Fredholm [5, Chap. 51. BL(H2) denotes 
the algebra of all bounded linear operators on Hz. 
For future reference we note two easily verified identities: (T,J* = T- and 
T,T, = T,, for + E Lm, I,G E Hm. 
2. THE SPECTRAL INCLUSION THEOREM 
In this section we answer a question of Coburn [l] by showing that for 4 in 
L” we have 11 T6 ]I = II 4 \lrn . We obtain this result as a corollary of Theorem 2.1 
which shows that the invertibility of a function, $, in Lm follows from the 
invertibility of T* in BL(H*). Th ese results are known for 11 = 1 [5]. 
Before stating the result we make the remark that if 4 is a nonnegative 
measurable function on C, if z E S, and if F(t;) = I,!J((z, [>) (5 EC?), then 
ss Fdu is independent of z. This follows since da is a rotation-invariant measure. 
THEOREM 2.1. If + is a function in L* such that T+ is invertible then (b is 
invertible in Lm. 
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Proof. Suppose that T* is invertible. Then there exists an E > 0 such that 
I/ T4f iI2 > E I/f /ia for all f in H2. Then 
II $f II2 a E llf II2 for all f in H2. (1) 
Now, by the remark above, clc = js / 1 + (z, [)j2L da([) is independent of z 
in S. So, for any neighborhood U of z in S we have 
Cal 
s I 1 + (4 5>12” d45) --+ 0 
as k-co. 
s\u 
So, for any g E C, it follows that 
42 s g(5) I 1 + <z, 5>12’” WJ - g(4 s as k-t co @ES). (2) 
Now, consider (1) for the particular case f(z) = (1 + (z, 5))” where 5 E S. 
We have ss 1 +(.z)I” I 1 + (z, [)]2k do(z) 3 e2ck. So, for g E C, g 3 0 we 
conclude that 
so 
using Fubini’s theorem and (2). Since this is true for all positive g in C it follows 
that [ +(z)I > E a.e., and so I$ is invertible in L”. 
As a corollary we obtain the spectral inclusion theorem: 
COROLLARY. If 4 is in La, then S?(4) = a(&&) _C U( TJ. 
(I& denotes the operator of multiplication by 4 on L”.) 
COROLLARY. If $ is in La, then [I Tm II = 11 C# Ilrn . 
We now use similar methods to examine the mapping 77 from L* to BL(H2) 
defined by T($) = T* . Let A be the closed algebra of BL(F) generated by all 
the Toeplitz operators, T4 , with 4 EL*. Let I be the closed ideal of A generated 
by operators of the form T,, - T,T, where $,# are in L*. 
THEOREM 2.2. The mapping Q induced from L” to A/I by 7 is an isometric 
*-isomorphism. 
Proof. The mapping 71 is clearly linear and contractive. The definition of I 
shows that it is multiplicative. To complete the proof we show that 11 T6 + I II > 
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(14 Jim for 9 in Lm from which it follows that 7, is an isometry. To do this, it 
suffices to show that if p is a noncommuting polynomial in k variables and 
+r ,..., & EL* then 
Assume IIP(& ,..., &&, = 1. Then there exists (Xi ,..., hk) in the joint spectrum 
Of($, ,***, &) such that 1 p(X, ,..., &)I = 1. Let E > 0. Then since& 1 +j - hj I2 
is not bounded below, the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows 
that there existsfE H2 such that llfl12 = 1 and Jr& I +j - A3 I2 / f I2 da < c2. 
So for eachi ll(h - 4)fI12 < E so II Tb,f - hf II2 < E. Then II p(Tbl ,..., T+)f - 
P(& 7.**, X,)f 11 can be made arbitrarily small by choosing E small enough, whence 
II P(T,~ >.-.> &,)I1 b 1. 
Remark. When n = 1, I coincides with the commutator ideal of A [5, p. 1791. 
It is not clear whether this holds in general, though I clearly contains the 
commutator ideal. 
As a corollary to the theorem we obtain the following sharpening of the 
spectral inclusion theorem. 
COROLLARY. If # EL” then W(#J) C a,( Td). 
Proof. By a result of Coburn [l], I contains the ideal .X of all compact 
operators. Now ae(Tm) is the spectrum of the coset of T4 in A/X (since A is a 
C*-algebra) and so contains the spectrum of T6 in A/I, and hence by the 
theorem contains g(+). 
We remark that for any + ELM, ~(4) is contained in the convex hull of W(4). 
In particular, if $ is real valued then u( T6) is contained in the interval [ess inf #, 
ess sup $1. We conjecture that in fact u(Tb) is equal to this interval; this is true 
when n = 1 [5, Theorem 7.201. 
Finally we identify the spectra when 4 E H”. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If 4 E H” then ue(Tb) (and so also u(T,)) coincides with the 
spectrum of + in H”. 
Proof. We have to show that if TQ is Fredholm then 4 is invertible in H*. 
The corollary to Theorem 2.2 shows that + is invertible in L”. Then T,+T, = 1 
so the operator H,-l : H2 --+ L2 defined by H,-=f = +-If - TmWlf has finite 
rank. Hence there is an integer m and complex numbers a, ,..., a, , not all zero, 
with H,-If = 0 where f(z) = c”- Ic-o a,~,~. So +-lf E H2. That 4-l E H* is a 
consequence of the following fact, the proof of which is left to the reader: 
If g EL” and g(z)(zi - X) is in H* for some h E C then g E H”. 
We remark that Proposition 2.3 is false if n = 1 - ue(T.J is the unit circle. 
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It may be conjectured that the spectrum of $ in Hw coincides with W($)-or 
equivalently, that if 4 E Hm and $ is invertible in Lm then (b-l E H”. (This is of 
course false when n = 1.) This would imply that any inner function is constant 
(4 E H” is inner if I$ 1 = 1 a.e. on S). For a discussion of questions of this 
type see [9]. We merely remark here that the question of the existence of inner 
functions can be expressed in operator-theoretic form. For if + E H* then 4 is 
inner if and only if T4 is an isometry (if T& is an isometry then T,*T, = 1 so 
T~~-1~12) = 0 so 1 - I$ I2 = 0). From this we can get a condition for 4 to be 
inner in terms of its power series coefficients. Considering the case n = 2 for 
simplicity, suppose $(zi , z2) = Cm, = k r 0 u,,z,!z,~. Using the fact that 
1 
I ( - 77 2112 @ “k; ; I)! ),,, zl%,“j 
forms an orthonormal basis for H2, we find that 4 is inner if and only if, for all 
m,n,rEZ withr 20, 
.I? 
(h + r)! l! 
~kz~k+m.z+n (h + r + 1 + I)! = I 
(r + 11-l ifm=n=O 
k,Z=O 
0 otherwise, 
where ars is interpretated as 0 if r < 0 or s < 0. An equivalent condition is: 
for all m, n E Z and almost all p E [0, I], 
%&+m*,+nP"(l - PIZ = I 
1 ifm=n=O 
k.Z=O 0 otherwise. 
So the inner function problem is equivalent to the problem of finding {ukl) to 
satisfy these conditions (apart from the trivial solution where a, is the only 
nonzero term). 
We end this section by showing that the Toeplitz operators are characterized 
among all operators on H2 by the equation 
2 T,,TT,, = T. 
k=l 
We first obtain a characterization of multiplication operators on L2 in a more 
general setting. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let Ml,..., M,, be commuting normal operators on a Hilbert 
space H with C:=, M,*M, = 1. Let T E BL(H) satisfy C:-, M,*TM, = T. 
Then T commutes with M, , M,* (r = l,..., n). 
Proof. For any positive integer m and f, g E H we have 
<Tf,g) = 
m! 
kl+..;kn=m hl! . . . h,! <TM? *** M,k”f, Mlkl *a* M?g>. 
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so 
- 
c (m + ‘I! (‘jy.@ . . . M$f, &&*j@z . . . M2g) k,+...+k zm+& n -a- k,! 
c 
m! = 
Icl+...++,& *-* A,,! ( 




- c (m + ‘)I (Tj’@ . . . M?f, M&&Tzk, . . . j@ng). k,+...+k =m+lk2! n --a k,! 
so 
II T l1-1 IV& - M,T)f,g>l 
G Kl+a;k 
n +k,! II.!,! 11 M? *** Mnk”fll11(1 - SWUM,) M,k’ :I: M2gI/ 
+ c trn + I)! ,, j,@ k,+...+k =n+l k,! *a* k,! -a* M?fll (1 Ml*M2 -a. M?g 11 n 
G c [ 
(m + I)! 
kl+...+k,=n, (k, + l)! . . . k,! I1 M:kl+l *-- M?ff112 




[ kl+.;;n=mkl! :ikn,&+I(jl -s”l*Ml) M? --- Mhl/ 
+ c (m + ‘)! )I Ml*j@ . . . M2g 112 le,+...+,c mm+&! **- 44 
“‘. 
n 1 
The expression in the first square brackets is equal to 
c (m + ‘)I (Ml*Ml)“’ -.- (Mn*MJ’$j) p,+...+p,=m+lP1! *-- PJ 
= <W,*M, + --. + Mn*Mn)“+lf,f> = llfl12, 
and the expression in the second square bracket can be similarly reduced to 
iMm+~11(ll~l12 -II Wgl12). So IWM, -Ml% g>l <P1(m+1)1/21 llfll llgll II T II 
5W26/4-4 
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and since m is arbitrary, TM, - ilIlT = 0. Similarly, T commutes with 
Ma ,..., Mn and with Ml* ,..., M,*. 
We are indebted to S. C. Power for the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.5. Let T E BL(H2) satisfy zF=, TsbTTz, = T. Then there is 
SE BL(L’) with \j S 11 =-: /I T/I, XI==, MirSMzk = S, and such that T is the 
compression of S to H2. 
Proof. Define 4: BL(L2) ---f BL(L”) by #(R) = xi==, Te RT,, . Then 
II WY G II R II. Let F b e any operator on L2 whose compress&r is T, with 
/j F 11 = II T 11. Let S, = (l/m) Cr=, p(p) and let S be a weak operator topology 
limit point of {S,}. Then S has the required properties (easy to check). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let T E BL(H2). Then T is T* for some $ E Lm if and only if 
C;==, Tz,TT,, = T. 
Proof. That Tb satisfies the equation is easy. Conversely if T satisfies the 
equation, and S is the operator given by Lemma 2.5, then Proposition 2.4 shows 
that S commutes with IM,, and Mzk (k = I,..., n). So S = M* for some +.EL*, 
and T = Tb . 
Remarks. (1) Note that Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 together with the 
easily verified fact that TG = 0 * 4 = 0 pr ovide an alternative proof of the 
fact that /I T* /I = /I $ llocl for every Toeplitz operator, Tb . 
(2) One can define Toeplitz operators with u replaced by any positive 
Bore1 measure on S; then Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.6 still hold, with essentially the 
same proofs. 
3. TOEPLITZ OPERATORS WITH SYMBOL IN Hoc + C 
We denote by Hm + C the set of all functions f E Lm which can be expressed 
in the form f = u + v where u E H” and v E C. Rudin [lo] showed that H” + C 
is a closed subalgebra of La. In this section we consider Toeplitz operators with 
symbol belonging to this algebra; these are somewhat more tractable than 
general Toeplitz operators. 
Coburn [I] studied Toeplitz operators with symbol in C. He showed that 
the commutator ideal of the closed algebra generated by { T4 : $ E C> is precisely 
the algebra of all compact operators on H2, and coincides with the closed ideal 
generated by (T*$ - T,T, : 4, IJ E C]. His arguments are easily modified to 
show that if 4 E C then the operator H* : Hz -+ L2 given by H6f = q5f - Tdf 
is compact. This implies that Td commutes modulo the compact operators with 
any Toeplitz operator, so the second sentence of this paragraph is true with C 
replaced by Hm + C. It then follows from Theorem 2.2 that the closed algebra 
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generated by {Td : 4 E Hm + C} is p recisely the set of operators of the form 
T* + K where 4 E Hm + C and K is a compact operator on Hz. This extends 
[5, Theorem 7.291. 
Next we consider spectra. Let 4 E Hm + C, and let ~(4) denote its spectrum 
as an element of Hm + C. Then using the result of the above paragraph we have 
It seems likely that ae(T,& = ~(4). W e make the stronger conjecture that in 
facta = u(d). This conjecture is equivalent to the assertion that if+ E Hat + C 
and (b is invertible in L” then 4-l E Hm + C. It is easy to see that if 4 E H* and 4 
is invertible in Hm + C then 4-l E Ha. So the above conjecture would imply 
the conjecture discussed after Proposition 2.3. 
Another problem concerns connectedness of the spectra. For n = 1, a(T,J 
and ue(TJ are always connected, for any 4 ELM [5, Theorems 7.45 and 7.461. 
For n > 1, if $ E C then a,( T+) coincides with the range of 4 and so is connected. 
If I$ E H” then both u(T,) and ue( Tm) coincide with the spectrum of + in Hm, 
which is connected (because Hm contains no nontrivial idempotents). However, 
we show in the next section that there exists 4 EL” with u,(T,) disconnected, 
and 4 E C with u(T,) d isconnected. We conjecture that if + E H” + C then 
ue(T6) is connected. If it were true that u~(T,+) = ~(4) then this would follow 
since ~(4) is connected (because H” + C has no nontrivial idempotents-for if 
f E H” + C satisfies f 2 = f then its Poisson integral F on B satisfies 
F(z)~ - F(z) -+ 0 as d(z, S) -+ 0, so either F(z) + 0 or F(z) + 1 as d(z, S) + 0, 
so either f = 0 or f = 1). 
We conjecture also that the set u( T4)\ue(Tb) is discrete whenever + E H” + C 
(it may even be true for all $ in La). This would contrast with the case n = 1 
where u(T,) is obtained from ue(Td) by filling in holes. A class of functions for 
which this is true is described in the next section. We have not been able to 
prove it even for 4 E C, but we can prove the following weaker assertion for 
+EH*+C. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose + E Hm + C and X $ u($). Then the Fredholm 
operator Tm - h has index zero. 
Before giving the proof we need some preliminary material. First we need 
the solution of the a-problem with bounds [7]: 
Suppose ut ,..., u, are smooth bounded functions on B satisfying aui/azi = 
auj/Zi for 1 < i < j < n. Then there exists f, smooth and uniformly continuous 
on B, with ui = af/a.q on B (1 < i < n). 
Using this fact and the proof of [6, Theorem 5.5.21 we obtain the following 
version of the solution of the second Cousin problem. If W is open, A(W) 
denotes the algebra of all continuous functions on w which are analytic on W. 
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Suppose U, ,..., U, is an open cover of i?. Suppose that for each i and j with 
Ui n Uj n B # ,@ we are given dii E A( Ui n Uj n B) such that && = 1 
and +ij4j&ki = 1 on lJi n Uj n U, n B. Then there exists, for i = l,..., n, an 
invertible element & of A( Ui n B) such that & = &‘& . 
For the proof of Theorem 3.1 it will be convenient to use a somewhat different 
version of Hm + C, defined on B rather than S. We denote by H the set of all 
functions f on B which can be expressed as f = u + ZI where u E HW and v is 
uniformly continuous. H can also be described as the set of functions f of the 
form g + h where g is the Poisson integral of a function in Ha + C and h is 
continuous on B, vanishing on S. It is clear from this that H is a (uniformly) 
closed algebra of functions on B, and the mapping g + h + g is an algebra 
homomorphism of H onto Hm + C. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let x E S, let U be an open set containing x, and let f be a bounded 
analytic function on U n B. Then there existsg E H and an open set V containing x, 
withg =fon Vn B. 
Proof. Let V be any open set with x E V and V _C U. Let h be smooth with 
support in U and h = 1 on V. Define ui on U by ui = a(fh)/Zi = f(ah/&) 
(i = l,..., n) and extend to B by ui = 0 on B\U. Then ui are smooth on B, and 
bounded, and au,/%, = auj/Zi so ui = &b/a%, where # is smooth and uniformly 
continuous on B. Then (a/&&$ - fh) = 0 so + - fh E Hm, so fh = 4 - (4 - fh) E H. 
Since fh = f on V, this proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f be an invertible element of Ha + C. Then there exist 
invertible elements u of H* and v of C with f = uv. 
Proof. Denote the Poisson integral off also by f. Then f is an invertible 
element of H. It is clearly enough to find II invertible in H” and v, uniformly 
continuous on B with f = uv on B. 
Let x E S. We claim that there is an open set V with x E V such that f = pq 
on V n B where p is bounded analytic on V n B and q continuous on V n B. 
this, 
&lz;B), 
write f = 4 + #, f-l = & + t,& where 4, +r E Hm and 
with 4(x) = 0, #r(x) = 0. Since (4 + #)($r + #,) = 1 there is 
an open neighborhood U of x with 1 &Jr - 1 / < 4 on U n B. So@l is bounded 
on U n B, and by Lemma 3.2 we can find an open neighborhood V of x and 
gEHwithIlg\j <Qandg=+4/onVnB.Thenlog(l+g)EHsol+g =e~+~ 
on B where (T E Hw, 7 E C(B). Then on V n B we have 
f = +(I + d-‘1cI) = +(I + g) = (+e”)eT, 
which proves the claim. 
Thus we can cover B by open sets VI ,..., V,,, such that on V, n B we have 
f = pkqk where p, E Hm(Vk n B) and qk E C(Vk n B). On Vi n Vj n B define 
& = p,p;’ = q;‘qj E A(Vj n Vj n B). Then the second Cousin problem 
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yields $i invertible in A(IJ’~ n B) with & = I$~+;‘. Then on Vi n II, f = upi 
where ui = 4;‘~~ E Hm( Vi n B), vi = &pi E C( Vi n B) on Vi n Vj n B, 
uiu;l = pip;‘+& = +&f = 1, so ui = uj , and similarly vi = vj . Thus we 
can define u E Hm and v E C(B) by u = ui and v = vi on Vi n B, and then 
f = uv as required. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We may assume h = 0; then f is invertible in H” + C. 
By Lemma 3.3, f = uv with u invertible in Hm and v invertible in C. Then 
Tf = T,T, . T,, is invertible and T, has index zero [l]. So TI has index zero. 
We conclude this section with another problem. As mentioned above, the 
methods of Coburn [l] show that if + E C then H, , defined by Hdf = +f - Tmf, 
is a compact operator from H2 toL2. One may ask: for what 4 EL” is H4 compact ? 
It is clear that the set A of such + is a closed subalgebra ofL”, containing Ha + C. 
In the case n = 1, A = H” + C. In general, the largest C*-algebra contained 
in A is the algebra QC = L” n VMO (this follows from [2, Theorem 11, which 
is applicable to the ball as the authors of [2] point out at the beginning of 
Section 6; VMO is the space of functions of vanishing mean oscillation). We 
show in the next section that, when n > 1, QC is not contained in H” + C, so 
that A # H” + C. It is natural to ask whether A = Ha + QC, especially 
since a recent theorem of Chang [4] asserts that, when n = 1, any closed 
subalgebra of L” containing Hm is of the form Ha + some C*-algebra. However, 
we have not been able to show that H” + QC is closed, nor that its closure is an 
algebra, nor that the closed algebra it generates is A. A related problem is to 
describe the largest C*-algebra contained in Ha + C. When n = 1 it is QC [ll], 
but since QC s H* + C this is false for n > 1. Note that Hm + C is not the 
smallest closed algebra containing Hm properly, in contrast to the case n = 1. 
4. TOEPLITZ OPERATORS WITH SYMBOL &,x2) = g(1 z1 12) 
For the sake of simplicity we assume throughout this section that it = 2. 
It is clear that the ideas and results can be extended to the general case of n > 1 
with minor alternations in the proofs. 
We make use of the following parametrization of the unit sphere: 
z = (zl , z2) = (p1/2eie, (1 - p)l/*ei*) (0 < p < 1,o < 8, # < 27r). 
For this set of coordinates the measure becomes: 
da = +dp dt’ d+. 
The standard basis for H2 is then given by: 
1 earn = - 
5-r 2112 C 
(n + m + 111 
n! m! 1 1’2 p”,2(1 _ p)“/2 eilze eim* (n, m >, 0). 
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We consider Toeplitz operators, T* , where the symbol 4 depends on only 
the coordinate p, i.e., 
#(q , z2) = +(pl~eis, (1 - p)rl”e”+) = g(p) where gEL”[O, 11. 
It is obvious that this type of symbol cannot occur when n = 1 and it is amongst 
Toeplitz operators of this class that we discover some differences between 
properties in the cases n = 1 and n > 1. We examine particularly the properties 
of the spectra of such Toeplitz operators and this sheds a little light on questions 
raised in Section 3. 
First we note when a symbol of this form will be in H” + C. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let q5 be a symbol of the above form. Then 4 E Hm + C if 
and only ifg continuous on [0, I]. 
Proof. One implication is clear. Conversely if + E H” + C, write + = u + z, 
with u in Hm, v in C. Let&r, , za) = q([ z, 1”) be orthogonal to Hm (q E Lm[O, l]), 
i.e., si q(p) dp = 0. Then jS updu = 0, i.e., fs (4 - v) qdp d6 d# = 0. Let 
B(p) = Jr 1: v(p, 0, #) d8 d#, 0 < ,O < 1. Then 
s ,I k(p) - fG)l q(p) 4 = 0. 
This is true for all such q. Hence g(p) - d(p) is constant. But r7 is continuous 
and so g is continuous. 
The proposition justifies the remark in Section 3 that QC (=L” n VMO) 
is not contained in Hm + C. For it is not hard to see that if g is in V&IO on 
[0, l] then 4 is in VMO. Then we have 4 in QC, but not necessarily in H” + C. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 4 be a symbol of the above form. Then Tm is a diagonal 
operator. 
Proof. We have 
T6enm = p]-& [ (n *,;“,t ‘)!]“‘@@(l - p)m/2e’neefm’g(p)/ 
= 
[ 
(n + m + l)! 
n! m! 1,’ ~(1 - p)“gb) dp] em 
where 
A 
(n + m + l)! 1 
lam = n! m! s ~(1 - d” g(p) 4. 0 
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So Ti has a countable set of eigenvalues which are essentially convex com- 
binations of values in the range of g. Note that if g is continuous then the set of 
limit points of {h, : n, m > 0} is easily seen to be the range of g, which shows 
that the essential spectrum of T4 is connected. However, the following theorem 
shows that this need not always be the case. 
THEOREM 4.3. There exists 
(1) a symbol 4 E C for which u( TJ is disconnected, and 
(2) a symbol 1,4 EL* for which a,( T,J is disconnected. 
Proof. Let $J be a symbol of the above form where g is continuous and has 
a suitable “nonconvex” range, e.g., let g(p) = eznio. As noted above it is clear 
that the set of limit points of {h,, : n, m > 0} is just the unit circle. Since X,, = 0 
it follows that a(T,) is disconnected, which gives (1). 
For (2), let g(p) = pi = eilOso. We have #(zi , xa) = g(\ xi 1”) = g(p). In this 
case, 
A,, = cn + m + ‘)! 
n! m! I 
’ ,,?I+<( 1 _ p)” df 
0 
= r(n+i+l) (n+m+l)! 
n! r(n + m + i + 2) ’ 
where the gamma function is given by r(z) = sr e-9-l dt (z EC, Re z > 0). 
Now, by Stirling’s formula, for large n 
r(n + i + 1) - (2n)li2(n + i)n+i+(1/2) e-n-i 
n! (ql/z nn+w?) @I 
= n( (l + ;)n+if(l’2) e-i 
So the set of limit points of r(n + i + 1)/n! is the unit circle. If n is fixed then 
as m + co the set of limit points of (n + m + 1) !/r(n + m + i + 2) is the 
unit circle and so the set of limit points of {h, : m > 0} (for this fixed n) is the 
circle of radius 1 r(n + i + I)\/ n! and center 0. Also, as n -+ 00, 1 A,, 1 -+ 1 
uniformly in m. 
Hence the set of limit points of {X, m : n, m > 0} is the union of circles of 
radius I r(n + i $ 1)1/n! (n = 0, l,...), center 0, together with their limiting 
circle, the unit circle. This is ae(Tti) which is thus disconnected 
( 
I T(n + i + I>1 
n. I = k=j+l (h2 A)‘:2 1 * 
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Remarks. (1) As noted in Section 3, o(T,) and a,( T6) are both connected 
for atsy symbol q5 in Lm when n = 1. 
(2) Although we do not have ~~(7’~) connected for all $ it is not hard to 
show that ue(TJ is always contained in the convex hull of a connected subset 
of itself for any symbol #J of the above form. Moreover, if g is continuous at 0 
and 1, a,( T4) is connected. 
The remark made after the proof of Theorem 3.1 is sufficient to give that 
the operator H4f = $f - Tdf from Hz to L2 is compact when $ is in VMO. In 
the case of these special symbols it is easy to see directly that H4 is compact 
if and only if g E VMO on [0, 11. 
A possible generalization of the described class of symbols are those of the 
form: 
$(zl , z2) = 4(p1/2eie, (1 - p)1/2 ei@) = g(p, ei@-@)) 
where g is in Lm on [0, l] x T (where U is the unit circle). Then Td need no 
longer be diagonal but has the weaker property that Td is reduced by the 
(m + l)-dimensional subspace of H2 spanned by zr”, ,z;“-‘z~ ,..., ,s2” for each 
m 3 0. From this it follows that u(Td)\u~(T,) . d IS iscrete. This class of symbols 
has the advantage of being invariant under rotation (which the first type does 
not). An alternative characterization is 
+(zl , z2) = $(&%l , eiez2) 
and this easily generalizes to 0 for n > 2. 
for all 0, 
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